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The Secret Princess Promise
“I promise that I will be kind and brave,
Using my magic to help and save,
Granting wishes and doing my best,
To make people smile and bring happiness.”
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Chapter One

An Unexpected Trip
“This way, please!” the tour guide called,
leading the class through the dark tunnels
of the aquarium. “In here you’ll see a
wonderful display of tropical fish.”
Mia Thompson tucked her long blonde
hair behind her ears and followed the rest of
her class into the next room. One wall had
a large pane of glass that reached from the
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Dolphin Adventure
floor all the way up to the ceiling. On the
other side of the glass, tiny blue, yellow and
green fish were swooping around in shoals
while larger orange fish weaved between the
rocks and seaweed.
“So, who can tell me what fish eat?” the
guide asked.
“Fish food!” one of the boys in Mia’s class
called out.
Everyone giggled.
The guide smiled. “Well, yes, but what is
fish food in the wild?”
Mia knew the answer was plankton –
she knew lots of facts about animals and sea
creatures – but she was too shy to put up
her hand.
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“The little fish eat plankton,” said
the guide when no one else answered.
“Plankton are teeny, tiny creatures that
float in the water.”
Mia went closer to the glass. For a
moment, she imagined being a mermaid,
swimming among all the wonderful fish.
She half turned to tell her best friend,
Charlotte, what she was thinking, before
she realised that Charlotte wasn’t there.
Charlotte had moved to America with
her family a few weeks ago. Mia felt a pang
of sadness in her heart. She and Charlotte
had been best friends ever since they
were little and they had always done
everything together.
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We still get to do some things together,
though, she thought. Touching the golden
necklace that was hidden under her school
jumper, Mia smiled as she remembered the
incredible secret she and Charlotte shared.
Both girls had matching necklaces with
a pendant in the shape of half a heart. They
had been given to them by their grown-up
friend, Alice. When Charlotte had moved
away, the girls had both wished to see each
other – and something absolutely amazing
had happened. The necklaces had whisked
both girls away to a gorgeous palace high
up in the clouds! Alice had met them there
and told them she was a Secret Princess –
someone who could magically grant wishes.
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Mia and Charlotte had been even more
astonished when Alice had told them that
they had the potential to become Secret
Princesses, too!
Suddenly, Mia felt a tingle run across
her skin. It was coming from her necklace!
Dropping away from her class as they
followed the guide towards the next display,
she slipped back into the tunnel and pulled
the necklace out.
Warm light
sparkled off it,
lighting up the dim
tunnel. Mia’s heart
skipped a beat.
If her necklace was
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glowing, it meant she was going to see
Charlotte. Maybe they’d even get to grant
another wish!
She closed her fingers around the
pendant. I wish I could see Charlotte,
she thought. Suddenly, the world seemed
to drop away and she was spinning and
tumbling through the air. Luckily, no time
passed in their real lives while they were
on a Secret Princess adventure, so no one
would notice that she was gone.
Mia’s feet hit soft grass and her eyes
blinked open. She was standing in a
beautiful garden filled with rose bushes,
and her school clothes had changed into a
gorgeous golden dress with a full skirt.
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She put her hand up and felt a tiara
nestling in her blonde hair. Wisps of fluffy
white cloud were floating around the garden
and lollipops and candyfloss hung from
the branches of the trees. Mia ran to an
archway of roses and looked through.
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“Wishing Star
Palace!” she
breathed in
excitement, as
she saw the
grand white
palace with
its four
turrets
twisting up
into the sky.
It looked beautiful
from a distance but
Mia knew that if she got closer she would
see that the paint was peeling, there were
tiles missing from the turrets and that the
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panes of glass in the heart-shaped windows
were cracked. She and Charlotte were
determined to make it beautiful again!
“Mia! Mia!”
Swinging round, Mia saw Charlotte
running towards her, her brown curls
bouncing on her shoulders and a delighted
smile on her freckly face.
She was wearing a
light pink princess
dress with roses on
the skirt, and like
Mia she had her
pendant around
her neck and a
tiara in her hair.
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With a squeal of joy, Mia raced over
to her best friend. They hugged each
other tightly.
“Oh, wow! I can’t believe we’re back!”
said Charlotte, letting go of Mia and
jumping up and down with excitement.
“I almost thought I’d dreamt it.”
“We didn’t dream it,” said Mia, looking
at the half-heart pendant. “The diamond
proves it really happened!”
When Alice had first given them their
necklaces, the half-hearts had been pure
gold, but after they granted a girl named
Olivia’s wish to have a brilliant birthday
party, a diamond had appeared in each of
their pendants. Alice had explained that
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if they helped three more people, they’d
get three more diamonds. Once they had
them all, their plain tiaras would turn into
the beautiful jewelled tiaras that all Secret
Princesses wore. Even more importantly,
they would be one step closer to becoming
fully fledged Secret Princesses!
“Should we go to the palace and see if
we can find Alice?” asked Mia, excitement
bubbling through her.
Holding hands, they ran through the
arch. As they got closer to the palace,
Charlotte pointed upwards. Three of the
turrets had missing tiles, but one of the
turrets looked like new, its golden tiles
glittering in the sunshine.
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“Look!” said Charlotte. “It’s the turret
that got mended when we made Olivia’s
wish come true.”
Mia nodded proudly. “I hope we can
repair more of Wishing Star Palace by
granting someone else’s wish.”
“I bet we will,” said Charlotte. “Oh,
I can’t wait to have another adventure!”
Her brown eyes sparkled.
Mia’s tummy fluttered nervously. “But
what if we meet Princess Poison again?”
Princess Poison was the reason Wishing
Star Palace was crumbling. She was once
a Secret Princess herself, but now she used
her magic to spoil wishes. Every time she
succeeded, she grew more powerful and
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Wishing Star Palace crumbled a bit more.
The only way to repair the palace was by
granting wishes, but Princess Poison was
doing everything she could to make sure
that didn’t happen.
Mia imagined tall, thin Princess Poison
with her cold green eyes and her long
black hair with its ice-blonde streak and
shuddered. After they’d refused to join her
and her horrid servant, Hex, Princess Poison
had sworn to stop Mia and Charlotte from
granting any more wishes.
Charlotte shrugged. “Who cares if we see
Princess Poison? We’ll beat her!”
Mia smiled and squeezed her best friend’s
hand tightly.
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“Girls! Up here!”
“It’s Alice!” said
Mia, spotting their
friend waving from
one of the palace’s
heart-shaped
windows.
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Alice looked as cool as ever. Her
strawberry-blonde hair had red streaks in
it and she was wearing her gorgeous red
princess dress.
“Hi, Alice!” Charlotte called, waving up
at her.
“Hurry up!” Alice said. “The ceremony’s
about to start!”
“What ceremony?” called Mia.
Alice smiled. “Come inside and find out!”
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